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About This Game

Splice is an experimental and artistic puzzler. Immerse yourself in its microbial world and start splicing! Every level ("strand")
consists of a number of cells that you will need to rearrange into a target structure in several moves ("splices"). Exploration and

experimentation are key in determining how the curious little cells react to each other. Predict the sequence of splices you'll
have to make in order to successfully arrange each strand. Re-sequence, mutate, and splice your way through this unique puzzle
experience, and you'll exercise your ability to visualize sequential series of shapes over time. Solve your way to the final strands

and you'll be left with a heady sense of mental accomplishment!

Splice is the fourth title out of Cipher Prime Studios, and was the Best Puzzle Game winner of the 2011 Intel Level Up contest.

Key Features:

75+ Puzzles: The main sequences introduce the player to the game's basic mechanics and the epilogue sequences
challenge the player's mastery of the game.
Angelic Solutions: Every level is solved in a few moves. Challenge yourself and find the angelic solutions of puzzles by
completing puzzles in fewer splices than you're given. Novice players can still progress through the game by using all
splices.
Unique Geometry: Explore the structure of a binary tree in radial space.
Absorbing Soundscape: Put your headphones on and lose yourself in Splice's hauntingly beautiful and Glass-ian piano
music.
Compelling Colors: Massage your retinas with the soothing visual effects and ambience of this primordial puzzle
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Title: Splice
Genre: Indie, Casual
Developer:
Cipher Prime Studios
Publisher:
Cipher Prime Studios
Release Date: 13 Jun, 2012
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Great puzzle game. June 4, 2015

The demo doesn't really do Splice justice. Puzzles ramp up in difficulty nicely and are well-paced, involving mastering a
mechanic and being introduced to the next. Sequence 6 is probably my favorite. Sequence 5 gets frustrating at the end but
otherwise it's an enjoyable game. The content is short and limited for the price. I got it from a Humble bundle years ago. $10
USD is too much for around 4 hours of enjoyable gameplay. Look for a cheaper option, the store bundle with Fractal and
Auditorium may be worthwhile.
It's a good chill puzzle game, but too high of a base price. I'd recommend the game for 50% off, under $5 USD.. Melt your
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing brain. Melt it and you'll love it. 10\/10. If nothing else, play this game for the soundtrack, which
is worth the price of admission. The brain-wracking gameplay is a nice bonus.. an incredibly well crafted game and a great
puzzle experience.. Nice puzzle game, good music. I think the reviews and video pretty much cover everything you will get out
of this game. Would be great if it came out for smartphones but enjoyable on PC all the same.. A great puzzle game. Good
length, quite challenging but not obtuse in it's solutions, and an amazing soundtrack just like all Cipher Prime games.. Great
visuals. Fun puzzle game that makes you feel smart. I played the android version and it's great to pass the time.. A mind-blowing
puzzle game with an astonishing soundtrack: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f4Sw0lbqV9w
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Can be hard at times but very fun!. ptit jeu bien sympa sans trop de prise de tete.....en tout cas au début car la dificultée va
crescendo et on arrive très vite à vouloir se rendre chauve à mains nues.
adepte de la masturbation mentale faites vous plaisir^^. Although there is a logic to this game, it's not obvious and can be
frustrating at times. After playing through the first few levels I've found that although it can be a relaxing chilled game (when
not frustrating), it's neither really challenging nor much fun.

I'll be taking advantage of the Steam returns policy on this one.. I got Splice from a Humble Bundle an really enjoyed it. A
couple of the sequences got me stuck, but overall it was an engaging and enjoyable puzzle game.. Nice background music and
great puzzles, sure you'll have fun!. Scientific, aesthetic, beautiful, romantic, challenging and addictive. Very cool original
puzzle. Cool graphics, relaxing soundtrack, great UI design.. The guys at Cipher Prime have put together another great, unique
puzzle game. The game has fantastic music, deceptively simple gameplay, and another of their hallmark intuitive UIs. Highly
recommended.. In my review for Hook, I said I really appreciated games which shunn obvious tutorials to let players 'learn as
they play'.

Splice does exactly this too - problem is that after several minutes and a handful of puzzles I have NO IDEA WHATSOEVER
what's going on and the limited help available sheds NO LIGHT AT ALL on it.

Worse still, when the penny actually drops you realise there's actually very little skill or fun in solving the puzzles - most have a
single solution and you can almost solve them as easily with trial-and-error.

I don't get why they bothered with this - I mean it looks and sounds lovely but the puzzle itself is terrible.. It's a good thing I'm a
scientist -- I don't believe in things!
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